Abstract: Big data are visually cluttered by overlapping data points. Rather than removing, reducing or reformulating overlap, we propose a simple, effective and powerful technique for density cluster generation and visualization, where point marker (graphical symbol of a data point) overlap is exploited in an additive fashion in order to obtain bitmap data summaries in which clusters can be identified visually, aided by automatically generated contour lines. In the proposed method, the plotting area is a bitmap and the marker is a shape of more than one pixel. As the markers overlap, the red, green and blue (RGB) colour values of pixels in the shared region are added. Thus, a pixel of a 24-bit RGB bitmap can code up to 2 24 (over 1.6 million) overlaps. A higher number of overlaps at the same location makes the colour of this area identical, which can be identified by the naked eye. A bitmap is a matrix of colour values that can be represented as integers. The proposed method updates this matrix while adding new points. Thus, this matrix can be considered as an up-to-time knowledge unit of processed data. Results show cluster generation, cluster identification, missing and out-of-range data visualization, and outlier detection capability of the newly proposed method.
Introduction
Plotted data are visually cluttered by overlapping data points. Reducing, avoiding and reformulating (as a cluster) such overlap are the three major techniques recommended for clutter reduction in the data visualization field [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, especially with large numbers of overlap, reducing and avoiding techniques are not feasible [4, 6] and reformulation is a complex task [4, 7] . In contrast, the method we introduce in this paper incorporates overlaps to generate density clusters without reducing, avoiding or reformulating overlaps. The proposed method requires more overlaps for better cluster formation and better visualization, which contrasts the general practice. Furthermore, the proposed method can be considered as an anytime cluster formation technique (without a separate cluster identification algorithm), which provides faster cluster generation than online methods [8] .
Limiting the number of data points on a plot is the most popular technique to avoid overlaps [6] . Typically, when there are few data points, the probability of an overlap occurring is low. Changing the opacity of data points and displacing data points that address the issue of overlapping are among overlap reducing techniques [4] . Changing the opacity of data points enables the identification of small learning and data mining [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] . Typically, existing clustering techniques used for clutter reduction eliminate overlaps by representing a group of data points or a group of lines by means of a single data point or line [2, 3, 25, 26] . After identifying clusters, these clusters can be used to understand and identify correlations, patterns, features and outliers in the data set.
There are several special methods based on clustering that are intensively related to elimination of overlaps such as heat maps [27] [28] [29] variable binned scatter plots [30] , hierarchical multi-class sampling [5] and Splatter-plots [31] . A heat map represents data in a matrix using a colour scale that represents the values in the matrix. The quadrat method is a popular technique for creating such a matrix [32] [33] [34] . The hierarchical multi-class sampling technique is another effective technique for showing specific feature-clusters by enhancing density contrast by means of different colours. The visual exploration system developed by Haidong et al. is a good example of such an approach [5] . The variable binned scatter plots technique allows visualization of large amounts of data without overlaps [30] . This technique incorporates variable size bins [35] and classifies them into different groups using a colour scheme. The Splatter-plots technique automatically groups dense data points into contours and samples the remaining points. Colour blending is used to reveal the relationship between data subgroups after processing the whole data set. Pre-processing of the original data is a compulsory step for all these cluster visualization techniques to convert the original data into the desired format. In contrast, the proposed method does not require pre-processing of the original data prior to visualization.
A contour line is a different technique used to indicate clusters. The term contour line (also known as isolines, isopleths or isarithms) was originally used in the cartography field. According to Imhof, "Contour lines are lines on the map depicting the metric locations of points on the Earth's surface at the same elevation above sea level" [36] . However, contour lines are also used to map equal values for other properties such as temperature or pressure. In a contour map, contour lines with a certain interval display different values. The main feature of a contour map is that each contour line indicates a certain value, and it is impossible to have crossing contour lines. This technique is used to show the borders of clusters in kernel identification methods [37, 38] . The proposed method creates contour lines automatically to separate different density clusters.
Methodology
In a bitmap, the coordinates of a pixel specify its location. As in a common plot, these coordinates can be used to represent parameter values (dimensions) that can be considered as data. In addition, the colour value of the pixel can be mapped with information related to the data, e.g., the number of overlaps (or data density) in the proposed method. Furthermore, updating the colour value of the pixel resembles updating the information. An individual pixel is capable of holding 2 n number of different values; thus, a pixel is a memory cell or a knowledge cell. Therefore, we introduce a bitmap that forms a graphical knowledge unit (GKU) out of knowledge cells to represent data and information.
The clustering range of influence is defined as the radius around the cluster centre (the highest density data point of the cluster) [39] . When the clustering range of influence is small, many small clusters are produced. In contrast, when the clustering range of influence is large, a few large clusters are produced. When developing the proposed method, we used the size and shape of a marker (a graphical symbol of a data point) and the position of a data point in the marker to characterize the clustering range of influence. The shape and size of the marker are used to depict the effective clustering range of influence. Typically, the marker is comprised of several pixels. From these pixels, we use one pixel to represent the data point. For example, if the marker is a circle with a diameter of x pixels, the data point is represented by the pixel in the centre of the circle. Figure 1 shows an example of such data point. Here we have highlighted the location of the data point using a different colour, whereas in reality, no distinct colour is used for this. The marker is a circle (radius = 10 pixels), and the RGB colour value of the circle is (0, 0, X), where 0 ≤ X ≤ 255. The centre of the circle represents the data point (highlighted).
Colour Coding Method
When an overlap occurs, there is always a shared area (intersection) between both existing and newly added markers. We then update the colour of the overlapping area by adding the colour values of pre-existing and newly added markers (Figure 2A) . When adding colour, the colour of each pixel in the shared area is updated according to the Equations (1) and (2) . We first convert the colour of a pre-existing pixel in the shared area and the corresponding pixel of the newly added marker using (1) . Subsequently, we add those two values and convert the single value to an RGB value using (2) . Finally, we update the considered pixel in the shared area using the new colour derived from (2) . Applying this technique for all pixels in the shared area updates the colour of the shared area ( Figure  2B ). The colour of the new marker is applied if there is no overlap. If CV is the single integer colour value of a pixel, RV is the red colour value, GV is the green colour value and BV is the blue colour value, then CV = RV × 256 2 + GV × 256 1 + BV × 256 0 .
(
The function QUOTIENT(<numerator>, <denominator>) performs division and returns only the integer portion of the result. If C2 = RV, C1 = GV and C0 = BV, then QUOTIENT ∑ 2 , 256 ; i {2,1,0} and Ck = 0 when k > 2.
For example, according to Equation (1), a pixel with RGB colour (1, 2, 3) can be represented as 66,051 (1 × 256 2 + 2 × 256 1 + 3 × 256 0 ). In addition, when CV = 66,051, according to Equation (2), C2 = 1, C1 = 2 and C0 = 3. Because C2 = RV, C1 = GV and C0 = BV, the RGB representation of 66,051 is (1, 2, 3) . Note that only these two equations are used for density calculation and density cluster formation.
Data Preparation
Because the location (coordinates) in a bitmap is a positive integer, it is impossible to depict decimal and negative values. In addition, it is impractical to represent a very large range of numbers with bitmaps, as this would require a very large bitmap. Applying transformation techniques is one Figure 1 . Definition of marker in graphical knowledge unit (GKU): The marker is a circle (radius = 10 pixels), and the RGB colour value of the circle is (0, 0, X), where 0 ≤ X ≤ 255. The centre of the circle represents the data point (highlighted).
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Because the location (coordinates) in a bitmap is a positive integer, it is impossible to depict decimal and negative values. In addition, it is impractical to represent a very large range of numbers with bitmaps, as this would require a very large bitmap. Applying transformation techniques is one of the ways to overcome these challenges. Base line correction is used to eliminate negative values and very large values. This gives a value range that begins from zero. Scaling up or down is applied to overcome very small and very large ranges, respectively. If the data set is a combination of negative, decimal and large values, the respective transformations must be implemented accordingly. Finally, a suitable offset is used to shift the data from the origin. Table 1 shows the basic transformation techniques used for the different value types. Table 1 . Transformation rules used to convert numbers into integers. Depending on the nature of the data, a combination of two or more techniques may be required to achieve a data set suitable to plot on a bitmap.
Value Type Transformation Technique
Negative integer values Base line correction. This will convert all negative values to positive values while maintaining the same regression.
Very large values Base line correction. This will convert large numbers to small numbers while maintaining the same regression.
Decimal values Multiplication by 10
This will convert decimal values to integers (we named d as "decimal to integer factor").
Small or large range Scale up or down. This will change the range.
Visualization of Missing and Out of Range Values
A method that can show missing data and data that have unexpected (out of range) values would provide important information for understanding the quality of the data. We have included two border regions in the GKU for recording missing values and data with out of range values. In these borders, different regions are defined to identify the nature of the missing or out of range data ( of the ways to overcome these challenges. Base line correction is used to eliminate negative values and very large values. This gives a value range that begins from zero. Scaling up or down is applied to overcome very small and very large ranges, respectively. If the data set is a combination of negative, decimal and large values, the respective transformations must be implemented accordingly. Finally, a suitable offset is used to shift the data from the origin. Table 1 shows the basic transformation techniques used for the different value types. Table 1 . Transformation rules used to convert numbers into integers. Depending on the nature of the data, a combination of two or more techniques may be required to achieve a data set suitable to plot on a bitmap.
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Visualization of Missing and Out of Range Values
A method that can show missing data and data that have unexpected (out of range) values would provide important information for understanding the quality of the data. We have included two border regions in the GKU for recording missing values and data with out of range values. In these borders, different regions are defined to identify the nature of the missing or out of range data ( (3) x > xmax at y = y; (4) x > xmax and y < ymin; (5) y < ymin at x = x; (6) x < xmin and y < ymin; (7) x < xmin at y = y; (8) x < xmin and y > ymax; (9) y is missing and x < xmin; (10) y is missing at x = x; (11) y is missing and x > xmax; (12) both x and y are missing; (13) x is missing and y > ymax; (14) x is missing at y = y; and (15) x is missing and y < ymin. * Shading is used in the figure to highlight different areas. In the real GKU, there will be no shading. Figure 3 . GKU with borders to record missing and out of range values: (1) y > y max at x = x; (2) x > x max and y > y max ; (3) x > x max at y = y; (4) x > x max and y < y min ; (5) y < y min at x = x; (6) x < x min and y < y min ; (7) x < x min at y = y; (8) x < x min and y > y max ; (9) y is missing and x < x min ; (10) y is missing at x = x; (11) y is missing and x > x max ; (12) both x and y are missing; (13) x is missing and y > y max ; (14) x is missing at y = y; and (15) x is missing and y < y min . * Shading is used in the figure to highlight different areas. In the real GKU, there will be no shading. 
Embed GKU Specific Information into Bitmap

The GKU contains several parameters related to data transformation, marker type (circle, square, etc.), marker dimensions, marker colour and border information (width of borders of missing and unexpected values). This GKU information could be stored in a separate file; however, it would be more convenient if this information was embedded in the same bitmap file as integers (=colour). Thus, at the bottom (or top) of the bitmap after (or before) the real data points, the GKU specific data are depicted with the respective colour ( Figure 3) . The starting location (offset) of the GKU specific data area is stored in the first unused slot of the bitmap header (Table 2) . Table 2 . Bitmap header (example of an m × n pixel bitmap with red, green, and blue (RGB) (24-bit) colour scheme) * this unused slot is used to store the offset for graphical knowledge unit (GKU) specific data. BM: a value in Bitmap Header.
Header Section
Offset As discussed above, it is necessary to convert GKU specific data into integers to embed this information into the bitmap. However, certain properties such as marker type or negative values cannot be mapped directly with the colour value of a pixel. Therefore, a protocol is required to map this information. The existing 24-bit pixel RGB structure can represent positive numbers. We refer to this as the unsigned 24-bit pixel format. In addition, using 24 bits, it is possible to represent negative integers, where the first bit is used to indicate the sign of the value (e.g., 1 = negative and 0 = positive). We refer to this as the signed 24-bit pixel format. Furthermore, any number can be represented as a product of an integer and a power of ten (e.g., −123.45 = −12345 × 10 −2 ). Thus, any number can be represented (one for the integer part and the other for power of ten) with two pixels in the signed 24-bit single pixel format. Finally, the structure of the GKU specific data is designed as shown in Table 3 using relevant number representation techniques. Table 3 . Example of GKU specific data layout. The value K is the starting location (offset) of the GKU specific data area. The value of K is stored in the first unused slot of the bitmap header.
GKU Specific Data
Offset of Pixels 
GKU Evaluation Method
We tested the new method using automatically recorded data from near-infrared (NIR) spectroscopy at a biogas plant over a period of nearly 75 days with a frequency of 20 values per hour (35,620 data points). Volatile solid (VS) and volatile fatty acid (VFA) concentrations were selected as dimensions. The selected data were part of a data set used to develop NIR spectroscopy online calibration for monitoring VS and VFAs as process indicators during anaerobic digestion [40] . In the selected data set, there were some missing data. The missing data were ignored in the offline version of the GKU; however, missing data were considered in the online version. Thus, in the online version, the total number of data points was 35,864.
The creation of a GKU for an online situation was tested by simulating an online environment. An out-of-range data environment was artificially created by replacing some of the missing data with very high and very low values. In the missing data, for some data points, only the x or y parameter was missing, whereas for others, both parameters were missing. The method was implemented with Visual Studio 2008 (Net framework version 3.5 SP1) (Microsoft Cooperation, Way Redmond, WA, USA). MATLAB (Version 7.4.0) (The MathWorks Ins, Natick, MA, USA) was used to create plots that were required to validate the proposed method.
Results and Discussion
Determination of the type, size and colour of the marker strongly influences the visual standard and cluster formation of the final GKU output. Therefore, it is very important to select the best combination of those features before creating the real GKU. We determined the best combination after conducting a series of trials. Figures 4 and 5 show several GKUs for the same data set with two different markers (circle and square) and different combinations of features such as size and colour. In Figure 4 , the diameter of a circle is equal to the length of one side of a square in the corresponding plot in Figure 5 . When comparing corresponding plots in Figures 4 and 5 , it can be seen that visual notion of clusters in Figure 5 are more intensive than in Figure 4 . A square comprises more pixels than a circle whose diameter is equal to the length of one side of a square. This generates more overlapping when a square is used. Plot D in both figures is a good example.
In both figures, bitmaps A, B and C do not show adequate numbers of visual clusters. In contrast, bitmaps F, H and I show too many clusters, especially visually. Bitmaps D, E and, in particular, G show an appropriate number of clusters. In general, the correct selection of marker size and initial colour will produce clusters with good visual standards. We selected a circle as the marker for generating GKUs, because plots with circles produce better overall visual clarity than squares. Therefore, all results are based on circles with different diameters and colours. We show colours (0, 0, 1) to (0, 0, 10) in this section; however, plots with other colour values are also presented in this paper. Figure 1 . GKUs for the same data set with 35,620 data points using a circle as the marker with different sizes and colours. The correct selection of shape, size and initial colour of the data point will produce clusters that are visually clear and separated by colour borders similar to contour lines. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1. (A): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (B): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (C): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (D): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (E): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (F): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (G): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (H): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (I): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10). GKUs for the same data set with 35,620 data points using a circle as the marker with different sizes and colours. The correct selection of shape, size and initial colour of the data point will produce clusters that are visually clear and separated by colour borders similar to contour lines. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1. (A): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (B): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (C): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 5 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (D): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (E): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (F): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (G): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (H): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (I): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a circle as the marker, where diameter is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10). Figure 2 . GKUs for the same data set with 35,620 data points using a square as the marker with different sizes and colours. The correct selection of shape, size and initial colour of the data point will produces clusters that are visually clear and separated by colour borders similar to contour lines. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1. (A): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (B): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (C): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (D): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (E): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (F): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (G): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (H): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (I): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10).
Reading GKUs
There are two methods for reading or understanding a GKU. The first method relies on a Figure 5 . GKUs for the same data set with 35,620 data points using a square as the marker with different sizes and colours. The correct selection of shape, size and initial colour of the data point will produces clusters that are visually clear and separated by colour borders similar to contour lines. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1. (A): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (B): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (C): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 10 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (D): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (E): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (F): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 20 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10); (G): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 1); (H): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 5); (I): GKU for 35,620 data points generated using a square as the marker, where length is 40 pixels and RGB colour is (0, 0, 10).
There are two methods for reading or understanding a GKU. The first method relies on an algorithm (computer-aided method). A GKU is a bitmap and a bitmap is a matrix of pixels; therefore, the content of a GKU can be converted into a matrix of integers (GKU matrix) using (1) (Figure 6 ). In Figure 6 , we used the RGB colour (0, 0, 254) for the marker. These integers in GKU matrix represent the data density of a particular location and can be used to extract or derive information. This feature is an advantage of the GKU over existing clustering methods.
e visually the same. However, the green colour values (Gv) of those lines maintain constan fference of one between adjacent colour borders; which resembles the contour lines (Figure 7) . W mbered the contour lines from the outside to the inside (i.e., 1, 2, 3, …) and observed that contou es with the same numbers have nearly the same colour values (same green value + nearly the sam ue value) (Figure 7 ). Thus, it is possible to compare the density of different clusters even without lour scale or legend. This is another advantage of the GKU over existing clustering methods. The second method is reading visual information by considering the presented graphical output (observation) as a usual plot. The GKU plot does not include a colour scale or legend to aid the understanding of the clusters. However, clusters and density of clusters can be determined with the aid of colour boarders that are automatically generated due to sudden change of colour values of adjacent pixels in the GKU. These colour boarders are identical to contour lines and maintain the same colour value difference between consecutive borders as in a contour map (Figure 7 ). For example, consider the RGB colours (0, 0, 255) and (0, 1, 0). According to Equation (1), colour values (C v ) of RGB colour (0, 0, 255) and (0, 1, 0) are 255 and 256, respectively. The RGB colour (0, 0, 255) is blue and RGB colour (0, 1, 0), which, next to (0, 0, 255), is visually black and create sudden change in colour blue to black, even though the difference between colour values is 1. The table in the Figure 7 shows the RGB values of the inner border (blue side) of each contour line. Usually, all colour borders are visually the same. However, the green colour values (G v ) of those lines maintain constant difference of one between adjacent colour borders; which resembles the contour lines (Figure 7) . We numbered the contour lines from the outside to the inside (i.e., 1, 2, 3, . . . ) and observed that contour lines with the same numbers have nearly the same colour values (same green value + nearly the same blue value) ( Figure 7 ). Thus, it is possible to compare the density of different clusters even without a colour scale or legend. This is another advantage of the GKU over existing clustering methods.
Relation between bitmap and matrix versions of a GKU. A GKU matrix is
a simple w ent the same GKU. Marker: circle, radius: 10 pixels, marker colour: (0, 0, 254). The table our values of 10 × 10 pixels in the bitmap, which is a portion of the GKU matrix.
7.
Contour lines in a GKU. Representation of 35,620 data points; marker: circle, radius: 20 r colour: (0, 0, 1). This shows clear colour borders that can be considered as contour ur lines are numbered from the outside to the inside of the cluster. Contour lines with r line number have the same green channel value. For such contour lines, blue channel v the same range. The higher the number of contour lines, the higher the data density. Ther ssible to understand cluster density without a colour scale or legend. For data set of p ure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1. 
Anytime Cluster Formation
Note that the GKU is not a cluster analysis method; it is an anytime cluster formation method. As above mentioned anytime techniques make an explicit effort to speed up the cluster generation. The related methods discussed in this paper process all existing data to find clusters. If there are new data, the data must be processed again to find new clusters or update existing clusters. In contrast, the GKU shows up-to-time clusters and waits for new data. After adding a new data point, it is not necessary to process the whole data set again to obtain the current state. Adding a new data point to the GKU will update only those pixels that are covered by the marker. All other pixels in the bitmap remain unchanged. This requires a relatively small computational effort. Because the GKU is a matrix that is continuously updated, it can be seen as a continuous learning database of already processed data. Usually, the process of knowledge extraction becomes more difficult when dealing with large data sets because the algorithm needs to check a very large number of data points [41] . In contrast, with the proposed cluster formation technique, the time for updating is independent of the number of data points. The bitmaps in Figure 8 show the development of a GKU over time. All the plots in Figure 8 imply the importance of overlapping in the GKU concept. Initially, the GKU does not show clear clusters ( Figure 8A ). As overlap increases, the GKU shows clusters that can be easily identified by the naked eye ( Figure 8C,D) . data. Usually, the process of knowledge extraction becomes more difficult when dealing with large data sets because the algorithm needs to check a very large number of data points [41] . In contrast, with the proposed cluster formation technique, the time for updating is independent of the number of data points. The bitmaps in Figure 8 show the development of a GKU over time. All the plots in Figure 8 imply the importance of overlapping in the GKU concept. Initially, the GKU does not show clear clusters ( Figure 8A) . As overlap increases, the GKU shows clusters that can be easily identified by the naked eye (Figure 8C,D) . 
Representation of Missing and Out of Range Values and GKU Specific Data
When considering very large data sets, information about missing and out of range data is vital because it provides a complete overview of the data and its quality. None of the existing clustering methods is capable of visualizing this information. In contrast, the GKU is capable of indicating density of out-of-range values as well as missing values (Figure 9 ). This makes the GKU a very efficient and effective means of representing big data. The GKU shows the density of out-of-range and missing data categorized in different regions (Figure 3 ). Figure 9 illustrates the use of a GKU specific data area to save feature information such as marker type (circle, square, etc.), colour and dimensions and border information (width of borders of missing and unexpected values). This information is saved as colours after converting such feature information according to the standards listed in Table 3 . Furthermore, the initial row of the GKU specific data is encoded in the bitmap header according to the standards listed in Table 2 . Thus, GKU specific data can be identified by reading the bitmap header.
GKU as an Outlier Detection Method
The GKU can be used to identify outliers in a data set. If data points in low-density areas are outliers, they will always have low colour values. Therefore, it is possible to define a certain colour value in the GKU as a border for outliers. Then, all points with colour values below the colour value of the border can be removed manually or by means of an algorithm. Figure 10 illustrates a very simple way of identifying outliers in a very large data set using a GKU. If the GKU is visually interpretable, it is possible to define a border to identify outliers by checking the colour value of the area. A very simple bitmap reading application can be used to identify the colour values of each pixel and then manually define a border for outliers. If higher accuracy is required, this can be done by means of an algorithm. Because the method is based on knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), this can be considered an unsupervised outlier detection method [42, 43] .
efficient and effective means of representing big data. The GKU shows the density of out-of-range and missing data categorized in different regions (Figure 3) . Figure 9 illustrates the use of a GKU specific data area to save feature information such as marker type (circle, square, etc.), colour and dimensions and border information (width of borders of missing and unexpected values). This information is saved as colours after converting such feature information according to the standards listed in Table 3 . Furthermore, the initial row of the GKU specific data is encoded in the bitmap header according to the standards listed in Table 2 . Thus, GKU specific data can be identified by reading the bitmap header. Table 3 for structure information about the GKU specific information. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S2.
The GKU can be used to identify outliers in a data set. If data points in low-density areas are outliers, they will always have low colour values. Therefore, it is possible to define a certain colour value in the GKU as a border for outliers. Then, all points with colour values below the colour value of the border can be removed manually or by means of an algorithm. Figure 10 illustrates a very simple way of identifying outliers in a very large data set using a GKU. If the GKU is visually interpretable, it is possible to define a border to identify outliers by checking the colour value of the area. A very simple bitmap reading application can be used to identify the colour values of each pixel and then manually define a border for outliers. If higher accuracy is required, this can be done by means of an algorithm. Because the method is based on knowledge discovery in databases (KDD), this can be considered an unsupervised outlier detection method [42, 43] . We compared the visual standards of the proposed GKU method with the three most popular data representation methods: scatter plot, heat map and contour plot. Figure 11A -C show the visualization of 35,620 data points with a scatter plot, heat map and contour plot, respectively. All plots were generated using MATLAB (Version 7.4.0). According to the Figure 11A , scatter plot does not support for identifying data density in systematic manner. However, scatter plot is useful to We compared the visual standards of the proposed GKU method with the three most popular data representation methods: scatter plot, heat map and contour plot. Figure 11A -C show the visualization of 35,620 data points with a scatter plot, heat map and contour plot, respectively. All plots were generated using MATLAB (Version 7.4.0). According to the Figure 11A , scatter plot does not support for identifying data density in systematic manner. However, scatter plot is useful to illustrate the nature of data distribution and this is the default usage of scatter plot. Nevertheless, heat map and contour plot were employed to illustrate data density. The results show that the heat map was unable to create clusters and the contour plot was unable to generate contour lines. Even after zooming, it is difficult to identify density clusters with heat map and contour map. In contrast, the GKU could generate both clusters and contour lines in the same bitmap which help to illustrate the nature of data distribution in systematic manner, which can be identified by the naked eye (Figure 7) . The GKU is capable of indicating density of out-of-range values as well as missing values (Figure 3) . However, heat map and contour map have no method for representing out-of-range values and missing values. Therefore, GKU can be considered as a powerful and efficient method for identifying density clusters. The scatter plot shows the distribution of the data, whereas the heat map and the contour plot show density clusters. However, compared to the GKU, the heat map and contour plot do not show density clusters. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1.
An existing GKU can be used directly in an online environment as a trained set or template. In addition, within an online environment, it is possible to recreate new versions of the GKU repeatedly according to new value ranges. If the number of out of range data points is higher than a certain value (e.g., more than x% of total data), a new GKU can be created according to the new range. Then, the old GKU can be replaced with a new GKU and recording can continue.
The proposed method has three major drawbacks. The first is that the GKU cannot be applied to non-overlapping data. The second is that the GKU is not capable of visualizing high-dimensional data. The third is that the number of overlapping incidents is limited to 2 n , where n is the total bit length of the colour format. This drawback can be overcome by using colour formats with higher bit length.
If a GKU is nearly full, red regions that did not occur in any GKU shown in this paper will appear. The scatter plot shows the distribution of the data, whereas the heat map and the contour plot show density clusters. However, compared to the GKU, the heat map and contour plot do not show density clusters. For data set of plots in this figure, see Supplementary Materials, File S1.
With the GKU approach, the marker has particular significance compared to a usual plot. In this paper, we used the size of the marker to represent the clustering range of influence and the colour to represent data density. However, the size, type and location of the data point in the marker and the colour of the marker can be mapped with specific properties such as tolerance, error or minimum or maximum distance between two data points. In addition, depending on the domain, these properties can be mapped with different features such as concentration (chemistry) or the signal strength and coverage area of a transmitter (networking/electronics). In all GKUs shown in this paper, we used the same colour for the pixels in the marker. However, using marker colour as a function of a certain feature will result in different coloured pixels depending on the function. For example, the density of seed propagation of a plant is not linear over distance. In this situation, the colour of the marker can be mapped as a function of seed propagation and the area of propagation can be mapped to the dimensions of the marker. If the propagation covers a certain area such as a sector, then the location of the plant can be represented by the angular point of the sector.
If a GKU is nearly full, red regions that did not occur in any GKU shown in this paper will appear. This implies that we could handle a much larger number of data points than the maximum number used in this study (35, 620) . We employed the three-channel RGB colour format with 8 bits for each channel. To create larger GKUs, it is possible to use four channel colour formats (ARGB) and more than 8 bits per channel [44, 45] . The 16-bit RGBA format provides a maximum of 2 64 overlapping incidents.
Conclusions
The GKU is a container to process data that is capable of immediately maintaining and displaying a large number of data points in a small area. The GKU can be seen as a combination of the quadrat sampling method with contour lines. It is a very effective method for representing density clusters in offline and online environments. In addition, the GKU is a continuous learning graphical database that can be used as a direct input for another algorithm or as a trained set, template or signature for a certain process. Furthermore, the GKU can be used to identify outliers effectively, particularly in data sets with non-linear relations. In this paper, we presented a GKU with one dependent and one independent variable. However, it is possible to use a GKU with RGB colour scheme to visualize one dependent variable with three independent variables by assigning each colour slot for different independent variables (R for variable 1, G for variable 2, etc.). The major requirement for this is that all independent variables must be in the same value range. This would enable easy identification of correlations between variables and would provide a convenient way to visualize multidimensional data in two dimensions. In addition, compression and integration with swarm intelligence methods such as monarch butterfly optimization (MBO), earthworm optimization algorithm (EWA), and elephant herding optimization (EHO) will enhance the outcome of the GKU. Figure 9 .
